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THE SAFEST KARTING BARRIER
IN THE WORLD
 The only barrier in the world that
automatically returns to its
initial position
after an impact. 
  

    





WHY IS PROTEX DIFFERENT?

EASY TO INSTALL. UNBREAKABLE. STUNNING.

A PROTEX KARTING barrier has no sharp edges and it is made of high-density polyethylene; being very flexible and elastic, while at the same time impact resistant and almost unbreakable. The barrier adopts an eight-shaped cross-section, being possible to manufacture it in different lengths, sizes, and colors. The result obtained after the barriers have been installed is a continuous and flexible protection against impacts.

Great for Indoor & Outdoor Karting Centers. Get more for your investment by radically reducing maintenance costs.
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LED LIGHTS







DESIGN












INDOOR AND OUTDOOR KARTING SAFETY BARRIER

Why should you make PROTEX KARTING BARRIER your number one choice?








RETAINS ORIGINAL POSITION


Increase your number of races by avoiding the time delay to fix your track. PROTEX is the only barrier in the world that automatically returns to its initial position after an impact.




SAFE, COST-EFFECTIVE AND AESTHETIC


PROTEX is a protective barrier specifically designed for karting tracks. PROTEX gives a slick and professional look to any indoor and outdoor karting circuits.




GLOBAL PRESENCE


PROTEX has been installed in more than 120 tracks in 20 countries worldwide.
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HIGHEST QUALITY KARTING BARRIERS.

DESIGNED AND PATENTED FOR KARTING CIRCUITS.

A PROTEX KARTING barrier has no sharp edges and is made of high-density polyethylene making it very flexible and elastic, while at the same time impact resistant and almost unbreakable. The barrier adopts an eight-shaped cross-section, being possible to manufacture it in different lengths, sizes, and colors. The result obtained after the barriers have been installed is a continuous and flexible protection against impacts.











ENDURING MATERIAL


Thanks to the HDPE properties, the barrier is resistant to chemical agents and immune to environmental agents, bacteria, and microorganisms. A great advantage is that the material does not burn and it melts at 180ºC.




COMPACT


It occupies significantly less space than traditional alternatives, allowing a better use of the track and increasing visibility, resulting in more safety for both the driver and the spectators.




STRONG AND FLEXIBLE


The barrier absorbs impacts reducing the risk of injuries. The flexibility of the barrier is adjustable according to the different areas of a track.









INDEFORMABLE


The barrier automatically returns to its initial position after an impact without human intervention.




EASY TO INSTALL


Its lightness makes it easier to install the barrier. Small wheels may be mounted within the barriers to allow for the easy change of layouts, and also to create entry doors to the pit lanes.




ALERT COLORS


The color of the barrier clearly shows the course without having to add signals. LED lamps may also be installed to make the track even more stunning.










SAFE RACING AND HAPPY CUSTOMERS!

As a business owner, you will enjoy lower maintenance, installation and replacement costs. Your customers will enjoy greater visibility, impact absorption, and safety.









ARE YOU WASTING TIME AND MONEY FIXING BARRIERS?

Request a quote right here, right now.




Get A Quote  

















MATCH YOUR BRAND’S COLOR

PROTEX Barriers are offered in different colors to match your brand or your style.
These are only some of the options we offer. Ask for your color!
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BLACK/WHITE
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BLUE/BLACK
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BLUE/ORANGE
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BLUE/WHITE
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GREEN/WHITE
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ORANGE/WHITE
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RED/BLACK
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RED/ORANGE
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YELLOW/BLACK












AUTOBAHN INDOOR SPEEDWAY

Autobahn Indoor Speedway provides a premier indoor go-kart racing experience to hundreds of thousands of racers every year.

READ CASE STUDY






K1 SPEED

With kart racing centers nationwide, K1 Speed brings the thrill and excitement of indoor karting to a large audience. 

READ CASE STUDY






DAKART RACING

More than 25 years of experience in karting and pioneers in the development of go-kart circuits in commercial areas and amusement parks.

READ CASE STUDY


















PRESENCE IN MORE THAN 20 COUNTRIES

PROTEX has been installed in more than 120 tracks worldwide including locations in Spain, France, Italy, United States, Holland, Belgium, Abu Dhabi, Germany, Ukraine, Portugal, Sweden, Australia, India, Peru, Mexico, Colombia, Estonia and more.











CONTACT US

Call Us: +1 (760) 707-8615
Email Us: info@protexkartingbarrier.com




Get A Quote  
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